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overall the sitemile fiverr script is a truly great script for you to invest in, as an out of the box, high
quality and well polished solution to creating your own fiverr style freelancer website. the integration
with wordpress as a theme is a huge plus for a lot of users (and one which can save a whole lot of
money), especially those without a strong knowledge of html, css or php which is generally required
to run such a site. we think the pricerr theme is also very slick, clean and modern, covering almost
every feature typical of both fiverr and similar websites (incorporating app features, built in
messaging, responsive design and of course mobile optimisation) at a low overall cost. overall the
wp jobster script holds nothing back, with similar features to industry leading freelance websites like
fiverr. a number of excellent features are included from standard including ios/android app
integrations, flexible commission structures, user levels (tiered services), user notifications and a
powerful admin panel, just to name a few. multi currency support is also available (at webmaster
license and above), which allows you to target users internationally, rather than being restricted to a
domestic market. such features give even more opportunity for you to make money with this fiverr
script. to sum-up, if youre looking for a fiverr style script then the microncer fiverr script is a good
option. this is a relatively new script with a lot of potential and offers more than a few useful features
for you to make money from. as such youll need to choose whether youd like a more basic setup or
that market leading look, with a lot of features and options to play with. however if youre not into
such things, then thats ok, as the script is a lot cheaper to purchase, with a much more affordable
price tag of $100. if you are not sure about the fiverr scripts, then you could always look for a script
with a similar feature set and a much lower price tag.
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overall we think the microncer fiverr script is a good option for any beginner looking to create their
own fiverr clone, or freelancer style website. the provided ability to integrate digital products like

ebooks adds another dynamic to your website and can be a unique selling point. at the price point of
just $17 we do think its going to be a hard one to miss, but you must consider the additional level of
effort and time required to effectively setup a php based website, so there could be a time-offset to

the cost here. as you can see, the wp jobster script provides a high quality design that you can
tweak as you see fit. with a bit of customisation you can build a winning website in no time at all,
with both micro job and freelance features allowing you to target users in a multitude of different

ways. the use of drag and drop page builders will allow anyone, with or without coding knowledge, to
make a highly enticing homepage (or any page for that matter) that wouldnt normally be achievable
without large investment into website development. this script is clearly aimed at newbie users who

want to get into the market, but are still unsure of how to get started. the gigtodo freelancer is a
wordpress plugin that helps you easily build a freelancing website with multiple ways to use it. its a

pretty basic plugin with basic functionality, which is a good thing for newbies who may not have a lot
of website development experience. for someone that has experience with wordpress, they will be

able to set up their site and make changes in minutes. its a good thing this gigtodo freelancer script
comes with a one-time payment option, as unlike other solutions this means that you dont need to

pay anything extra to access the full functionality. obviously, this doesnt happen with the other
scripts we have been reviewing, but its a rare thing that a plugin comes with this level of flexibility,

so we have to say that this is a benefit that is worth having! 5ec8ef588b
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